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evaluations~ quantitative and 
aggregated into single value 
.The issues in arriving at such 
1 
factorse 
measured along each variable 
methods and can be aggregated 
To utilize an additive model of 
be transitive and variables 
In situations where variables 
can be measured by quasi-
The thesis analyzes these issues and 
and a 
an objective function for 
suggested and illustratede 
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evaluation is to either estab-
or value of the system or to choose 
systems for a specific missiono 
system one or more variables will 
al ..:cerna tes 
To 
a given cost or the system 
given effectiveness on a specific 
the effectiveness or value of the 
A single variable 
to the effectiveness 
some cases the system worth is a compo-
variablese The objective function in 
of these 
of the system estimated by their value 
nature of interaction among variables 
explicitly knowna In most 
variables involved and 
Objective 
be applied 
In such cases, the effec-
by the worth of the 
the decision-making 
resorting to subjective methods of 
worth of a system by assessing the relative 
their relative value con-
the systeme 
involve individuals 
should be established 
relative values as an estimate of 
This is explained by the presence of 
among individuals that gives rise to 
This rationality of behavior is inferred 
behavioral. patterns exhibited by decision-
are brought within the framework 
behavior theoristso When this 
within the 
behavior 
value theorists and attempts to 
generated relative values are made. 
or utility generation and 
in a multidimensional 
importance in devel-
function to evaluate the worth of the 
with which this thesis is concerned~ 
Ob 1jec~j. ve Function 
system in most cases 
This marks a departure from 
functions for such evaluations@ The term 
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in.relation to optimization usually 
numerical representation of objec-
In multi variate evaluations ·there 
of objective functions v1herein ob-
can be obtained~ These illustrations 
evaluation of a systemes worth in 
to the viorth 
effectiveness to be optimized is 
of performance, availability, 
4 
ll)o In weapon 
Committee Chairman's 
availability, dependability and 
procedures only objective esti-
completely objective 
an objective function$ Often a 
the variables and alternatives can 
an objective function@ 
i 
l . 
r 
I 
.... .. t~k ])I"o.:tit making mechanism thot:igh vital is too ··· .. ·· relllQtEa ·Eµld ~ompl~x to be effectively c~lcul~ble. l!) .• o G > The obJect in all these problems · is still <to :find a b.est possible activity in the con-> ,::.;t:r-ai:p.t setv · but the form best possible is no ·.··.i:lc;>n.g~r defined ·._by a nun1erical objective function. : instead we must .assume that there is some kir1d of/:pre:ference · structure defined on the set of · a.1.+ activities .. and solve our problem in terms .8f.th:is stru.ctureo __ TI:e ~r~ferences are_pre-_sµ.mably t_ho.se_. of the individual responsible for · "ma.'.king····· .. ··de,cis~ons0 10 
stresses the need for estab-
systems evaluation 
objective function in classes of problems 
priori numerical objective function is 
This situation is often encountered 
multivariate systems® 
Relative Value Generation S,: it!iS t it FH!Pb V 
> 
subjective means 
are generated 
Leo Spierl (pp 674) develops a 
choice 
complex process of 
:central objective for man is 
behavioral approach to cost-Management .Scienc~, VolG 17~ No. 
' 
. : 
. 
' 
...... · .... sati.sfact·ion of needs underlying self ·maintenance .. ·•· aD.d <self-perpetuationo 
··.· .. > ./ · ... · (2) · .. ·. As a psychological consequence of ·,.·.thes~• universal needs, man°s internal drives · prpvi:de him with a capacity :for positive--negative ... · evaluation.· of·. objective Q 
: ... · .. ··•···· ..... (J) In his drive to satisfy needs~ man · must rely on environrnental resources whose 
... i····.·.s······P·· .. · ··e.··.·c . .. .·.·.···.··.·.1···.··.··f ..... ic .... ::. qu. a. lities generat~ distinct patterr:is ·. of action and thereoy provide for a tneoretical .classification of·universal needo 
.. < (4) : Based on 'his perception of the internal ·. ······ :afrlc:i .external situation man formulates specific ·norms· and values for an appropriate course of . ·a.ction to satisfy his needs from the specific ··. < re~ource qualities© 
· 
· ··.· \ :. < (5) ·. The perceived nature of need ( internal .. f;aotorJ determines the content of a value and ... <'"therefore··. the type· of response; and 
.· .. · > , .. · (6) .· The ·perceived qualities of the resources · .. · >: (ext,~rnal fBoctor) determine the relative· impact ···COf. ·a·value .. ··and consequently the spatial and . ''temporal variations for a typical behavioral · ··. · ·· · .· ·· ·· ··.· · · · .• · eo ·· .•.. re.~ponse o · ... 
6 
svalues 0 as theoretical constructs 
link for consistency between 
personalities 
C '.•,' ••• ··:.· 
• 
, • 
,. • 
> ···· ... :t1•va.1ue formation involves decoding internal ~nd.externa.1.· inputs through·man°s sensory mech-. ~ism .. and e.ncoding these inputs against learned .. :inf<>r.ma,tio.n- ·· .·. Through. this process of cognitive · .. l:,ehF.vi.or .ftl~ forms an· integral image in his . :.JP~rc~:ptual..map .· explaining th~ relationship of .c1~ter1;1al :'~d ext~rnal determinants and thereby ··· ·. ~~'¥.ei.bli.sh.es corresponding values to serve as standat-'ds:of actiono The values thus denote the subje.c~ive · g.ualities of a perceived need-:resource s1.tuat1.on. 0 $ 0 ,e 
.means of measuring values 
mentioned behavioral response, 
i 
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,,. 
measure the content of value in a need-
Behavior r~1odels 
situation the relative values of 
worth@ Some general-
of behavior are presented 
behavior theoristse 
·····. : ' 0An•y ,model which presumes to make· a multi-··. . ..dillle11si9nal analysis of a data matrix is by its .·. ···· · .yery nature a theory about how these components 'a.re ,.put together to generate behavior 0 ·.' Any <tlt~ory< about·· a composition :function is a theory . ·•·· .. •.a.pout behavior0 @ o e A decision function is · ··· ~l.ways a. value system about the relative merits Q:f attcributes· and ·how to combine themo •to 
suggests a.few behavioral models that 
. . 
in a multidimensional context~ A conjunc-
operative when a certain minimum is required 
7 
di~ensions (Coombs, pp 246). 
multiple cutting scores~ 
.. 
seems to be operative when the assumption 
or t1.tility associated with any dimension is 
a level below a certain minimume 
of Data', John Wiley & Sons, 1964. 
i • 
I 
I 
are very much in evidence in many multi~ 
A disjunctive composition is 
taslt requires a 
reievant dimensionso A 
Fatianow (17) in his 
a system 
it has a certain level 
that variable0 Another model suggested 
to _be very much operative in many 
thecor.npensatory model© The psycho .. 
- - I. 
i 
individual with a shortage in 
with an excess of another 
by 
with values in another 
an Objective Functiono 
Development of an 
methods are 
Measurement of relative 
relative 
measurements Various ' 
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subjective values of variables are 
One of the methods used in psycho-
applicable and approp-
or utilitye Dis-
and appropriateness 
the evaluation 
at the overall 
rise to some issueso Many existing pro._ ,.;; 
evaluation are presented, all of 
function by which they add values 
at the composite value of 
additive function is used 
based on any justification in 
of additive assumption can, 
b.y establishing valuewise independence of 
of independence and additive 
in a multivariate 
similar. Some are quantitative and some 
Quantitative variable is a set of properties 
system(s) under consideration that 
on a one dimensional scale of real 
i 
' 1 
1 
l . 
of the evaluator0 
10 
Qualitative va.riables 
real number measurement scales that are 
evaluator (Fishburn, 37)~ Some methods 
quantitative and utility dependent 
on a ratio scale by direct estimation 
these issues o~ utility measurement, inde-t .. 
and-additivity and based on the 
composite procedure is suggested to 
function for multivariate system 
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ll 
the problem often 
and quantitative 
i 
trie decision situatione As indicated 
these variables the various levels of 
. 
can be identified although their 
the system in relation to the quali~ 
not expli~itely knowne To comnare the • 
variables a common denominator is 
very often used to compare 
system ·is the 1 utility' or 
in the 
These utilities appear as sub-
be broadly classified into three 
gambles method® 
a ratio scale of utility by direct 
priori utility function without re-
r1.rethods 
variables the method used is 
terminal values or consequences 
amounts of variables whose 
-----...... ----==----~ 
determined<> Some systematic procedures 
Robert Schlaiffer (lO)o These methods 
unidimensional utility functionso These 
from subjects their certainty equivalent 
The 
reference gambles 
12 
pre~erence for every 
between two chosen reference values V0 and 
gamble (q11 y1 I) y0 ) is presented to the 
the subject a probability q of 
definite 
( q, v1 9 y0 ) then q is 
f'orv relative to V1 and 
is indifferent between a 
$5000) and a certain ~~2000 
the gamble (q, q0 , q1 ) 
utility values of terminal values 
obtain the subject's utility curve. 
is arbitrary so that U (V0 ) = O 
equivalents for 50-50 gambles 
with gambles 0£ the 
and v•• may or may not be 
- --~--·· c;- - - ..:.c-cs: ·- -~--,-~ :::--....;. ·- -·.· ---_...,. ·-.--,- "" :-.- ·-.-·· 
13 
reference values V0 and V10 The 
( 1/2 , V 9 e V11 ) 
is a risk 
~eutral or risk averter, and in turn influences 
To obtain the utility 
methods can be used and any 
curves of a subject obtained 
asking the subject to 
equivalent values@ Swalm (29)t in an 
executive behavior in risk taking 
certainty _equivalents for 50-50 gambles 
executives@ In his 
natural origin of zero utility 
< 
dollar outcome© Utility of other 
taken as 10 utileso He 
with 50-50 chance of .5 million 
determined his certainty equivalence 
subject will be indifferent between 
+ .5 U(O) = U(l million) 
= 5 utiles~ 
subject with similar 504=50 gambles 
amounts from -$100,000 to l million he 
of five terminal points to plot the 
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Value ytility 
-~1009000 
... 0 
·. 300,_ooo 
· 1 · mi"llion 
.5 million 
-7e5 
0 
2e5 
5 
10 utiles 
utility functions are dis-
Nogee (24) and Davidson (5)c 
the following limitationso 
gamble 
These two terminal values are 
Let us consider a 
variable can have the values V0 s V1p 
are interested in determining the 
all other 
consideration which is not 
to determine.utility by gambles all 
react the same waye The utility values 
determined is influenced by his in-
Most of multivariate evaluations 
When utility is determined 
comparisons of utility is 
subjects' preference judge-
by their inclination towards risk. 
15 
of•Utility 
learning and esti-
to many·p$ychophysical measurements" Because 
perceptual continuumt it is 
establish the relation of its measurement to 
measurementso- In psychophysical measurements, 
>continua are divided into two classes; 
continua and class II or methathetic 
of prothetic continua includes the 
of-things whereas the class of metha~ 
and positional 
The 'qualitative' in this context refers 
objects which are not of interest 
we measure utility of quantities 
The class that is of interest 
is the prothetic or.class I continua. 
those having to do with uhov1 muchu 
those continua in 
mediated by an additive or prothetic 
of such continua are intensity of 
In psycho-
these quantities 
prothetic continua to 
is pointed out by Stevens (27) in that 
I, 
I, 
'' I 
1 
! . 
i 
16 
d '"t J:a 
,.,,, t=llo 
a commo i y seems '-'ovary as a power Iunc-cion 
continua in which the subjective 
function of the physical quantity@ 
that the power functi·on can be 
to the relation between the 
physical continua~ The experiments of 
• 
t·he utility of money varies as a 
·In this experiment utility is measured 
Utility of money is directly 
Each subject was given some 
asked how much more money would 
Gallanter shows constant ratios 
constant ratios of utility as observed by 
general- psychophysical law is that 
as 
the utility of money is a 
actual valuee If the positive and 
allowed to have different exponents 
U (0) = O and U (1) = l 
function has the form 
= xk+ if X > 0 
if X < 0 
are positivee In his 
this model the utility of 
-- ~ -·s--
- .- --.; ·.:..: _-.-:: ----
-
' 
1, 
; 
I 
' 
\. 
I 
I 
I 
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17 
utility of money is linear 
a commodity varies as a 
quantitative per-
problems encountered by them 
of ~tility& Stevens and 
prothetic 
\'/hen a scale of 
plotted against the subjective 
continuum the result is a 
downwardsG This sensitivity to 
~haracteristic of judgement when 
try to partition a continuum into 
On the other hand~ stimulus 
form of 
obtained :from judgements of ratios or magni-
view is··also stated by R.Do Luce (9)a The 
subjective 
A given difference may 
of the scale but 
diffe~ence is made less impressive in the scale, when measured on a category 
·.~ - . -----:-- ~---;-
-- - ·-. - -.- -....:; -_---- --
-
----------=-~ 
., 
I I 
j 
[ ' ! '' 
l 
' 
i~ the observeras sensitivity to 
When a prothetic continuum is measured 
category 
(jnd) measurement 
be measuring dif~ 
18 
this pattern is observed 
thus far investigatede His 
intervals and the like do not produce 
encourages 
than a qualitative perceptual continuum. 
is more often associated with presen-
deciding the utility 
Stevens views that the best way 
of 
subjective values than 
section stress the 
measuring utility by direct estimation 
scale. Ratio methods of measuring 
evaluations will be discussed latero 
to develop utility functions is to 
~·· ~-------.---.· -r-cc_.;;.-..:----c.--··--- ... -.~.-c·~-,·-·--
-=~~---~- ~-~ ~ ~ 
-----------=--~~ 
I 
i 
'i 
form of utility function prior to 
form of such a function assumed 
(x + c) where x + c > 0 
further modified to fit the data 
0 < -D < l E > 0 
c ... D ( (x2+E2 ) 1/ 2-E) ] > 0 
the range of x 
g:coup utility function 
f·it the subjects in the decision--making 
of utility function assumed in a multi-
(39) where 
19 
prog!'am· i at expenditure level Xi 
the budget constraintl! 
function represents a non-decreasing 
is 'Convex at (0, ci) concave in (ci,(10) 
and at x = ci0 It is assumed 
level or minimum 
of Xi required for the program to 
~- -········ r:-
-- ..• -- -- ----·- -
---
.. --- - -··;- ------=-~-.-,-· ---.-.--~·,· .. --.-.:--,.......,.-----= ;· ---~-- .• -- - - . 
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20 
of u:tility functions indicated by Pfanzagl 
r\1I satisfying uniqueness, continuity 
fl 
• 
·axioms is 
·• 
U (x) = 
Ax + B,A > 0 
X At. + E,A > 0 t > l 
or A< O O < t < 1 
element of x can be assigned a utility 
natural origin is fixed by the matrix 
on the elements of set MG A direct I 
form of function is illustrated by 
~tility of a variable is found to 
Uj = ABYj + C 
functions are assumed to possess 
are undesirable and above 
priori utility functions that 
relative values of variables by 
be made for some variables~ relevant 
assumptions are justified 
variables and may not be applicable 
section some of the existing pro-
evaluations will be discussed. 
'\ 
l I 
21 
OF rlIULTIVARIATE SYSTE~II EVALUP'"TIOI~S, 
system evaluations relying on sub-
the decision-raaking individual or 
involved in the evaluation may give 
confusion to the evaluatorse These 
whose subjective values a system 
should be well defined for the 
be easier and accurate~ In many 
... 
' 
which 
difficulto There are 
are used in the evalu-
the same decisions could have 
numbers of variables$ Turban 
40 variables they used 
are 4-7 variables that 
Fishburn (7) suggests three methods 
can be simplified when large numbers 
performance variables most 
the decision-maker and work only with them 
variables selected in 
that might be considered 
depend upon the overall 
decision situation to the 
--·----···-·--·-----· ------~------·------~--
___ ec_ --~- ~--~ 
.1 
,, 
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,, 
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22 
number from the large number of 
evaluation and analyze the system \Vi th 
small number of critical variables0 Then 
or so variables to those 
explicit consideration; analyze 
to the augmented set and compare 
in their conclusions with 
individual may be satis-
If the results of 
of the first 
of variables 
analysis with respect to the new larger 
specified number of variables9 analyze . 
. i 
' 
' 
re·spect to these and repeat the 
selecting a new set of 
If the results remained fairly 
in inferring a general preference 
alternativeso 
with the 'relevant• 
the formulation 
'realizability' 
This can be achieved by 
--
. -
- - ·-. -c---,.---:---: .-.-- - .c· -----
-----------
involved with consideration 
or interaction among theme If 
" kind of a relation that the value 
2J 
can be.uniquely determined when the value 
given then the two variables can be form-
. 
-. . 
. 
single variable© If value of one variable 
dependent upon the values of two or more 
variable will be replaced as a function 
These conceptual systems or prospects 
with a minimum 
In.·Fatianowgs trade off 
'standard-system 0 to which 
e.valuated is compai~ed and whic~ is different 
values of two variableso 
can be considered similar to 'conceptual 
. by Fishburne 
well defined then the relative 
subjectively 
system evaluations 
subjective 
or a stimulus 
In almost all multivariate 
variables do not contribute equally 
sys~em and a procedure to weigh the 
or outcomes is necessa.ryo The method 
I " 
24 
application is the Churchman-~4.ckof'f procedure o 
and the underlying assumptions are given in 
·There is ·no unique solution of relative 
The problem created by the lack 
the weighting factors of variables or 
difficulties may arise when the weighting 
· in a model to· select alternatives e Examples 
factors 
One· alternative has the maximum 
In such a situation, ·the criteria of 
does not lead to a unique choice 
Also this method is applicable 
non-contra-
the 
made 
Often~ however, situations can. be 
where one 
of each alternative. 
of two systems can 
these variables and only a preference 
25 
choosing the preferred system 
worth of 
is assumed 
variable having two values; i) a more 
a less desirable valueo Fishburn (7) 
mixed ordinal analysis which is 
This procedure assumes additivity 
only for the dominance of alter-
or variablep rather 
This method seems to 
multivariate system evaluations where all 
. ' ' 
in the 
are more important 
the overall worth of the system 
unfavorable resultse· The 
variable is an 
and the Churchman-
·. This.assumptiori facilitates looking for 
. ' 
alternatives with respect to a single 
System Eval¥ation with Qualitative 
·of magnitude estimation of Churchman ..... 
Stimson (28). The general 
agency is •;the prevention ·of disease 
- . -- ~-- _,~~-· ""~ .- --------'- ----.- ----,- -
. __ , __ ·=· ~
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26 
of healthful environmentu v1hich is an 
cannot be numerically represented 
This broad statement of objectives 
seven sub-objectives which \qere agr--eed 
These sub-objectives were 
and the value of the 
of the efficiency or worth 
achieving each of these seven objectiveso 
applied for selecting an alternative from 
The problem consisted 
to 
estimate of their importance to the 
b) assignment of a numerical estimate 
alternative will 
To fulfill (a) 9 Churchman-Ackoff's 
\ 
Subjects were asked to rank 
order of their importancee 
into two sets of four 
the most important objec~ 
objectives, a. 
The most important 
Subjects were asked 
each subset a, a ratio 
of most important 
important objective, Consistency 
- ··--·- =---·---- ~-,---- .;. -~"'-~--~----· ---
----------~ 
27 
To arrive 
< estimate of efficiency of each alternative 
system0 direct 
A 
of that alternative has 
objectiveG . The criterion 
the alternative is to maximize 
systeme The application mentioned 
are purely qualitative@ 
of the variables are not 
a.re indivisible@ The author reports that 
of 
The problems encountered 
it difficult to comprehend the 
health alternatives 
The 
three alternatives 
To arrive at the criteria 
importance to the value of the alternative, 
ordered in a random manner and the subject 
reflecting a value ratio of 
one listed immediately below it. 
, 
given a value 1.,0 o These values 
to;obtain criterion weights on a scale range 
o• ~ ·•- - , ·: 0 • • -- • •• -· C -· a.-~ -· . ••• --·-·so-·-. •,,C, 
--· . ....,- ~ -•· "••- -.· -
-' -·····-.~·-~·-
. .;;-.-·~--
-
check is applied similar to 
DARE, as reported~ is only a 
The 
to the sue-
28 
the last variable 
This 
This is also a 
mutually independent variables are 
method reported by·Klee resembles 
Fishburn involving 
If a variable is considered better or 
it 
value zeros After all 
variables 9 factor 
number of times a 
better to the total number of com-
in these methods is variables of 
be valued on extremes (0 or 1.0) 
Evaluations with uantitative 
pr9cedure reported by Turban & 
is determined by 
-- -- . - - - --- .... ---------,··--- -----. ··----- ·=-...---~ ,--., . -- . ''. . 
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measures of effectiveness and 
each measure of effectiveness. The 
29 
of measures 
modified Churchman-Ackoff procedureG 
. . 
to allocate the relative weights of 
·. . 
way that the total values add up 
the preference judgementse In 
values of performance level of each 
priori utility functions within the 
variables considered relevant to 
example, a linear utility function 
o7 so that 
= 100 and utility of a probability 
80 utilesa The authors suggest use 
analysisor simulated data to assume such 
Performance levels of all 
a scale of Oto lOOa The 
in their evaluation and they 
had importance of more than 5% 
. This case is an example where variables 
be restricted in their values 
to the value of the system, 
which are indivisible and whose 
by Tuscher (39) in the evaluation 
model assumes an a priori utility 
-~- ·-
---•· • -..-----~--- Y' -·-• _-,_ ----
- ·-
-~··· 
-
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-------~-----· 
. I 
• I 
I 
\ 
,,, 
cost of the pl"ogram as indicated in 
cost of a program is assumed to vary 
the minimum cost of a program and N is 
In the methods mentioned earlier 
for measurement will· correspond to the minimum 
relevant to the situation$ However, 
(ci) is not taken as the origin but 
30 
in the evaluation are 
and to access the utility 
criteria Churchman-Ackoff 
values were estimated on a scale of 
Utili~y Dependent 
(JS) report a multidimensional evaluation 
obtained on a ratio 
along each dimension 
estimates and in determining inter-
This 'corner situation° consideration 
I 
value of remaining levels of 
a computers The evaluation in-
safety conditions depending upon 
31 
visibility and fuel which are 
determining overall worth 
levels along each variable were 
situations for each variableo Relative 
the worth of the 
three variables was con-
of the evaluators® Three 
levels 
also constructedG 
the· origin corresponds to 
guarantee 9 negligible unsafety' 
such a way that if situation A 
from the anchor point as situation B 
si tuatior1 A 
as one. flight in which the landing 
The relative spacing on each 
used in the Evaluation 
. Visibility-miles 
-
1/4 
1/2 
l 
2 
5 
Fuel~gallons 
15 
JO 
60 
120 
250 
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the main scale was considered as 
from that point to the eight corner 
to be the negatives of the worths of 
The worths of other 125 situations 
help of subsidiary scales~ Let x be 
the bottom on the scale of ceiling to a 
and y and z be distances on scales 
respectively® They computed the 
Dz + Exy + Fyz + Gxz + Hxyz 
determined from eight 
worths calculated from the main scaleo 
H can be considered as measures of 
variableso In the scaling method, 
the evaluators and values 
along the scale as relative 
the perceived subjective values 
relative values@ All the values 
considered by the evaluators and 
.·. Once the constants A to H are deter-
f or any combination of values of 
This is a powerful method 
Model ... es 
= 
system performance which involves 
- ··,· ·-·· ----·~-------=··-e.,.~.--"C"·--::-c··o-.~.,--,··,~--:;,,.·c.····' ·· 
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' '! 
constraints as per 
Scott and Schulz (J4)o 
technique represents the vehicle 
effectiveness of either a proposed 
when matched against performa11.ce 
of a system is 
evaluation application a product 
at overall system FOM from sub-
subsystems 
bad, poor, 
An interval scale is used here 
33 
In order to determine 
overall worth of the 
These weights vary 
classes o~ importance 
to 'No importance whatevers and 
applicability. 
by 
= the jth subechelon FOM 
= ktR sub-sub-FOM belonging to FOMj 
n = number of sub~sub-FOI\1' s belonging to For~ij 
- --,-~-----,;- ·--::- ·--=-- .. - . . . 
.. -·. -- -· ---c----·-=--- ,.--... -
- ,• --- ---
-----------------~ 
'. 
~Ji. 
~"-'i' 
Vlk = \Veighting factor corresponding to 
relative importance or appli-
cability@ 
Yl1i 
~Wk= normalizing term@ k=l 
constructed for evaluating complex 
(28)o The variables 
the measure of accuracy that erters 
intelligence system© It is assumed· 
monotonically related to valueo 
are obtained by suojec-
ordered and the worst in rank order 
t·he next worst· '1° and so one 
a~sumption of a stable origin 
measurement for all evaluators will 
(24) compares six different 
in an application of evalu-
He reports no significant 
:for•collecting such judgement data and 
.efficient in terms of the time required 
... 
of evalua~ions the 
.-----·- -----;_•-•···•---,.·-,--.-----~--:--·.-:-..-.,-:-~-- ---~c·--- • 
,-~: -- - .. • • 
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do not contribute equally to 
essential to access the 
the importance of the 
the systeme 
in the evaluation 
35 
to the overall worth 
the variables 
weight v1ill 
variables are encountered in these 
or divisible whose levels can 
arid utility of various levels of their vari-
direct rating methods or mag-
The origin in such cases 
minimum level of the variable 
Turban and l\1etersky,, 
range of values relevant to 
considered by the evaluators& 
values are measured on a 
A system is evaluated 
attained by the system with respect 
the utility of various levels of 
or indivisible whose levels 
•... -· --···--·--·-•· ---·,-· --~ --... -~,--• ·--· _
_
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measured® Only the importance of 
the worth of a system can be measured 
o~jectives measured by Churchman-Ackoff 
. 
evaluated usually in such cases 
of the system to achieve these outcomes 
quantitative variables are assumed to be 
among variables 
The scale/of .measurement of multivariables are 
a constant range of utility 
comparison of utility is assumed in 
method resorted 
estimates from individual estimates0 
t.he overall worth of the system only 
causal dependence 
-~---·----- --~----------- -
. - __ ,- - ---~----- - . -
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OF VARIABLES~ 
models were- presented earlier relevant 
patterns of behavior in decision-makingc 
aggregation method applied in many 
situation is discussedo 
along each variable the usual 
worth is to add the values 
l\1athematically stated 0 
Other models of agg:re~ 
in application of utility theory to 
evaluationsa Since this additive 
independenqe 9 in situations where 
utility independence of qualitative 
" 
utility independence of 
In t·he case of guali tati ve yariables 
utility independence 
are indivisible or various levels 
Utility independence of qualitative 
intuitively by the evaluators 
variable Se 
... 
Quantitative Variables X L 
been defined in many \tr.1ayse 
considers ·.variables are utility independent when 
' I 
! . 
... 
38 
optional means of satisfying the 
· Utility independence denotes valuewise 
variables and does not refer to statistical 
causal independence~ Keeneyl defines 
.- .. ·." .· 
··.· .•.... . 
08 Given U(y, z) \Ve shall say y is utility · ... indebendent of z if the decision makers pre-
. ·:referices (over any lotteries in a risky situ-:ati9n). on y for a fixed z0 in z are the same . . 
, ·:ceg~rdles~ Of th-e amount of Zoe 
.··.· .. ·. . ; J\1athematically stated if y is utility 
.ihclependent of z then for any z0 
·. < ,U(y,0 z)-= c1(z) + cz(z) U(ypz0 ) 
where cz(z) > 0'' 
independence for whole 
n Xn are 
sense if and Gu 
Xn are 'n° variables or criteriao 
or variables 
2, J denote the various amounts of each 
probability 2/3 for x1 ,x2 ,x3 and probability 
multiattributed r: lts, Noa 5, Part w 
I 
I 
39 
But w2 also has probability 2/J for 
the individual attaches no special 
are combined into 
' 
t~e· xis are valuewise independent@ 
independence as 
i ,. •t\ve shall define mutual utility independence t.e.mea.h -th.af Yi is utility independent of Yt for 
...•. _ .. · aJ.1.1. i.: wl}en Yi is utility independent of Yt for 
· : :~o~1~ p·articular· is· it does not imply that Yi is \i:tJ:t.ity. iridependent of Yt for any other i where 
ac,@ X Yi-l X Yi+l X 00® X Yn 
for all yi 0' 
of independence imply that the 
given by 
explains uti1ity independence ... in: a 
.· Suppose a graduate who is faced with 
in this example it 
for the student to ask himself whether hi 
-- - . - ... ·- -·----- -----.-'== c--- --·-·c-,- ·-
- _----· --
. ·- - ...... -.--_-
-~· .. ~~ 
40 
sa~e utilities to the three elements of 
A 0 yes' answer to such a question 
If a 'no' anS\i\fer 
then this variable interacts 
least one another variable and 
a eno 0 answer for at least one other 
one variable receives a 'no 0 answer we 
s·ome relevant variable has been omitted 
Utiiity·Functions 
functions are assumed it implies 
·This is stated by Fishburn (12) 
two dimensional case, 
x1 and x2 are independent in the 
there exists functions fi and 
such that 
.; 
xz) . = f1 (x1) + f 2 (x2) 
that an additive utility 
For the existence 
functi!ons· and hence independence of 
/ Fagot (J) give the following conditions 
I 
' I 
i 
I 
i 
I' 
! ' 
I • . 
I 
1·. 
i 
i . 
f~ction defined over k1 X k2 
utility function if it satisfies the 
xz) R ( Y1, y2 ) if.and only if 
(xi, x2) > u(Y111 Y2) 
(R.- preference indifference relation) 
41 
u2 defined over k1 and 
in k1 and x2 in k2 
satisfied by a preference field 
should be true, 
and transitivity 
x and y ·ink either xRy or yRx 
x, y and z ink i:f xRy and yRz 
·· then xRz 
in k1 and x2 and Y2 in kz 
x2) R (x1,·Y2) then (ylP x2) R (y1, Y2) 
. Y2) R (yl• yz) then (X111 x2) R (y1, yz) 
condition s_tates essentially that 
Thus we infer that x1 is preferred 
(Yi, ~2)0 The independence condition 
,:;1 
.... ' 
---- --. -- -,-- -- •••• - - :C• ---
... ---,,---,_ __ ------ --·-., -- - -
I 
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order of preference between xi and Yl 
not be 
any other element Y2 of k20 
derived to establish indepen-
of comnosite 
""' 
direct comparisons of single 
preference relation obtained by direct 
single components say x1 preferred to Yl 
for independence~ 
·combinations of 
be used as ·~resented earlier in Fishburnms 
independence in the form (W1,W2)0 
\ 
_ . .' 
. ·.-;·_· .·. . " . 
of transitivity for the existence 
is supported by Fishburnl where he 
functions assumes 
connectivity, iii) existence of 
of preference is a necessary condition 
hold@ This is inferred by Adams and 
experim~nts in which they found that / 
,.) 
tb.;~ ao.litd,V'e .rnC)d.eJ. was satisfied when the subjects were 
were not 
additive model did not holde 
in additive 
situations, ORSA, Vol. 
---···-------·--···---.•. -- ------_;·-·;_;:__:_;--·-·_:___:::----~•> ",-:--·- ---.- . , c-· -· -
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4J 
independencep additivity and testing 
so far apply only·to quantitative 
are explicitely knovmc There are 
testing independence for qualitative 
rough· definition of- independence for 
Testing can be done only 
in~ependence is achieved. 
of qualitative va.riableso 
in multi,;a 
the variables are not utility 
variables may be valuewise 
.· .. When interdependent variables are involved 
to an increase in the amount of one 
the amount of other factor& To evaluate 
utility dependent variables Keeney (21) 
quasi~separable utility functionso 
separable or additive utility 
+ U (O, y) where U (x, y) 
the consequence 
utility £unction in two 
- ---~· ••~-----~-------.~·-::,, ----,-~---c--•s~-,L •·-· 
--.- --- ;_-_--;- • • .-.- ----- -
----------~~ 
( 0 o y) + k U (X ii 0) U ( 0 e Y) 
which indicates the level of depen-
on the other factoro to be evaluated 
of factors x and yin 
44 
y* respectivelyo The minimum possible 
be zero0 although quasi-separability 
0 <: X < X* and O < y < y* 
.assumptions are 
amount@ Thus for 
is concerned with 
= ~ (x) U (x•, y) + (1-Px(x)) U (Om y) 
0< X < X* g O < y < y* 
(y) U (Xg Y*) + (1-Py(y)) U (x, O) 
0 < X < X*, 0 < y < y* 
if the decision-maker is indif-
(x. y) with certainty or a 
pr·obabili ty Px (x) or 
- Px (x) for at least one 0 y•, 
to these choices for all possible 
~·- - ,_._.,_,_ -- ~-=--,- - ~ -·· "-~-- .. 
amount of 
T o"'ther variable(s) 
.functions enable an evalu-
:function of one variable Vli th a 
variable, when the variables are 
. - . --·- --·--- -
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inde-
The method of veri-
can be justified 
utility of one variable 
another variableo Since 
causal dependence or s~atistical 
such pair-wise comparisons as 
v:erify utility independence in Section 4 !i}2 
However the success of 
all relevant 
system and the 
and quantitative~ 
isolation@ Identifying the 
into qualitative and quanti~ 
independence should be done 
The approach concerns mostly 
Situations can be encountered where a 
clearly classified as either qualitative 
such situations the variable should be 
111111·111111· -------·------· -·-------.. --------·-------=-__;_c· ---. -- ---- ---- -~---
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47 
viriables to enable such classi~ 
in developing objective function is 
utility of variables" Three methods 
discussed in Section 2. 
method and assuming 
the appropriateness 
and utility dependent variables 
numbered scale on which 
is requested to assign a 
given qualitative attributee 
alternatives under consider-
may be guided by a crude 
they are assigned 
not independentlye As more 
the evaluator may revise his 
on the given variable 
the re1ative scores of 
is best illustrated by 
---------~~---
.the case of evaluation of a system 
The usual methods 
alternatives with respect to a 
produce a utility scale as 
• U j.+ J ( X i ) = 0 
Figo 1· 
achieved by rank ordering the alter-
the 
If any fifth alternative is in-
®best0 
these four alternatives will 
Also situations can be.encountered 
48 
very close 
under consideration. 
lowest ranking alter-
alternative which is 
. -- .·-··-··----·---·-·--·--------~--. --~--- --- ------ -
,....._.. --~ - '·-·-- - ---- -- --
''. 
that the worth of that alter-
This 
utility of 
the alter-
slight modification of 
To measure the utility of a quali-
alternatives 
qualitative variable in terms of 
which may not be possible in all 
of 
criterionm 
(P*) = 100 
. . - .. : - -~- .· - ---= ~---,- :· '"'"-··-- ----' ~--·- - ~ - - ' 
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50 
alternative achieving this objective 
vary from Oto lo A conjunctive 
that there is a least desired value 
also a maximum 
which any increase in probab-
the utility of the alternative~ 
) = O, U (P*) = 100 
be constructed for utility of probab-
independent of the 
The worth of any alter-
can be 
direc;tly by knowing the probability of its 
tllisqualitative criterione The utility of the . ' . . 
by the inclusion or exclusion 
the considered set of alternatives~ 
measurement can be adopted than 
variable so 
for measurement (like probab-
on the specific situation and 
In applying 
is placed at a certain 
utility then a probability 
relative value of probability P1 
I I 
i' 
! . I . 
! 
j ! . . .. 
! . 
! 
I 
I 
I I . 
i 
twice this distance from the point of 
be as shovm in 
measurement of 
scales 
A slight 
the method mentioned firsto 
assign zero utility to the 
de-
alternativeso Instead 
should be considered zero 
Th.is· method consists in 
to the quali~ 
given a value 
scale obtained may be as shown in 
'. j+ 2 <xi) = 100 
I 
I 
ij 
. (x. ) 
-
p J l. 
j+l (xi) - q ...... 
j+3(xi) - R ...... 
51 
U(Minimum or Marginal value)= O 
Fig. J 
-·-- ----·--·-~·------·-~---------,.--""""=·=-~· -_ .-c-- ---
I . 
Variables 
e 
their various levels 
to the evaluatoro This enables us to 
independence~ The utility of these 
variables" The conjunctive model can 
below a certain value of each variable 
is a maximum level or 
increase in level 
range 0- .. _to 100 after establishing the 
and most desired value of the variable 
utile points respectivelyo If 
least desired value x11 , as 
level Xin as 
the utilities of 
values are expressed as ratio 
the scalee 
so 
Fishburn.(37) by which, 
to direct estimation for each variable, 
,· 
'-----,---7-.-~-~-.--·- -=- .--- - ·-=:. C ----_---~-
function of one variable 
be es.Jcimatedo 
variables at a time and the 
on indifference judgements 
Direct estimation may prove 
53 
evaluators than indif-
applicationso 
Quantitative Variables 
have 
uti+ity of each variable cannot be 
. i 
f 
of o,t·her variables~ and to obtain 
utility of each 
The theory of quasi-
in Section 
as~umptions . the 
-~ 
in two dimension can be represented 
+ k U(x,O) U(O,y) 
< x* .· 
0 < y< y* 
be determined empirically 
variables X and Ye 
and y respectively" 
. 
. 
' · . 
also hold for any arbitrary origin so that 
X 0 < X < X* 
Y0 < Y < Y* 
Yo are least desired values of x and y 
a conjunctive· compositiona 
... . 
origin as 
U(Xo0Yo) = 0 
U(X* 9 y*) = 100 so that the normalized 
as in the measurement of qualitative 
54 
For a three dimensional situ-
utility function can be represented 
F U(Xay0 ,z0 ) U(x0 ty0 9z) + G U(x0 ,yoz 0 ) 
HU(xey0 .z0 ) U(x0 ,y~z0 ) U(x0 &y0 ,z) 
constants E, FD G11 Hare similar to the 
the quasi-separable function f'or two dimensions. 
utility of these variables increase 
of these variables as is observed 
ijafi.yva:fiabl.es in·real-world systems. 
arbitrarily set at 
U(x0 py0 ,z0 ) = O 
U(x*,y*,z*). = 100 
utilii;y .functions of the variables 
between corner values is used., 
- - .. ·:--~----:.-. --~--~------=-- -
. - -
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main scale for the utility of these 
of 
the evaluator will 
values of x~ygz so that the ratios 
different combinations are repre-
all possible Values 
representation of the 
This is a direct 
decision-maker's 
for different values of x are not 
amount of y and Ze Mathematically, 
and z pair 
and z0 < z < z* 
a+ b U(x9y0 ,z0 ) 
' 
depending on y and z; thus it 
speci:fic pair 
obtained. 
utility scale for x then we have to 
on the main scale of known utilities 
-U(x*,y*,z*) = 100 
· .. U(x0 ,y*,z*) = P. (say) 
r'6. :)• .·. 
by Quasi--separable Iv1ethod 
values 8 y*; 
of x,y,z 
-
U(x~·,y*,z*). 
-
-
100 
s 
U·(x0 , y*, z*) p 
- 0 
Scale for 
57 
other and setting b = 1 we get 
= 100 - P 
utility scale for x of range (100 - P) 
U(x*) ·= 100-P 
to give their relative pref-
x within this rangeG 
y and z can b? obtainedo 
values of: (x,y9z) :from main scale 
XoYeZ from three subsidiary scales we 
Ej F, G, Hin the quasi-separable 
us to calculate U(x,y,z) for any 
we may need,. 
' . 
. -- -·-- .. ·-~--- •. ~ -------,,.--·-··-- ---··-;-a ·;:.,,,·-..:-=::-,c-= - -
-= ~ ;;;;,---=---
approach restricts the interaction of 
account the interaction and 
as in an additive model~ 
Comparisons gf Utility 
involved in the evaluationp inter~ 
~! utility are often necessary~ In 
indicate~- above, the utility range of 
(1, 10 
desired value and maxi~ 
to the evaluators@ By 
the utility ranges so that 
If this normalization is 
will have to be assigned 
. 
. for interpersonal comparisons of utility 
different utility ranges for each evaluator 
·depending on his importance® In the 
least preferred element and. 
variable are fixed and an 
change these utilities in the 
Factors for Variables . r 
do not have equal importance in 
This necessitates determining 
are method 
. 
--~--- ~ -----~ -~-- ,. ~-·-·=---~-,----~-.--,-J,--0,, •.. ~ ... ,-
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' and applied in many evaluations 
Vlhen 
determined for a variable by this 
system with respect to that variable 
obtained from Churchman-
is the utility 
of va.:r:ious 
6btained by direct estimation from the 
to eva.luate .V j (x·i) directly is to assign 
weighting 
procedureo For 
factors 
50, 25, 
·Then while estimating the utility 
utility range of 
of 
respectively~ Then 
utility scale for Xie 
although both 
for determining v1eighting 
~ach·Variabie. 
-- ·. - - . 
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-
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Utility Measurement 
of each variable the following 
-
is operative so that a system 
certain level or value of a variable for 
of any worth with respect to that variablee 
with increasing or 
' 
maximum value or level of each variable 
increase in value will not result in 
This can be observed with most of 
world systems@ 
of utility from 
evaluat_ions, all utili t~, 
so that utility ranges for all variables 
origin and maximum utility values 
Norma.iized··s·cales necessitate assigning weighting 
Churchman-Ackoff procedure is 
obtaining transitive weighting 
suggested for utility measurement of 
However, in estimating 
we resort to 
-which is a ratio method@ 
-- - . -· --
----lllililllil-------~~ ~ -~ 
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~unction in a multivariate- system 
to the value or utility function of the 
related to the utility of the 
performance variables under 
for each of them® The 
and importance of 
in the 
thesis0 The assumed conditions of 
variables and conditions under 
For additivity to hold9 
and variables should be 
The procedure suggested utilizes 
variables to 
for developing 
for multivariate system evaluationo 
fixed values o:f variables and does 
any variability" Also, the suggested 
p-· 
the set of variables and set of 
ignores the effect of any 
considered. 
of evaluators is 
measure of utility obtained 
.accurate and less biased than the 
I . 
I I . 
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by one persone When the utility 
evaluators differ considerably among 
should be applied to 
Consensus 
judgement approach such as the DELPHI method 
to resolve these differences and obtain 
evaluators., 
variables relevant to system worth® 
iden'tify the key 
= 
relevant to t·he system mission or 
variables and categorize them as 
(For definition of qualitative 
lo5, Issues in 
among quantitative 
the 
c.onsidered relevant and the 
If it can be ascertained by 
x1,x2 are utility 
a subset of variableso Later 9 in 
factors by Churchman-Ackof:f method 
of variables will be treated as a 
.- .. .-. ---- --. - ·-----·'. --·---, .... ----~ ------~ -·----·· 
' 
I 
' . 
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qualitative variables to be utility 
weighting factor.for each variable 
Utility dependent variables which 
be. treated as a single variable., 
utility measures for various levels or 
For 
in Chapter 5ol and 5e2e In 
variables utility measurement 
take into 
of variables to obtain the 
An additive model is utilized 
a ,system of n variables x1,x2,x3,oca 
variables are utility independentp the 
can be expressed by 
i: 1,2, O@&j n 
utility of jth system with respect 
. •. ----····· -·· -·-" -· -·--· - --·-· ··-·-. ,...._ _ ....,_.__;._-------------'" -- . --
/4. or 
factor of 1th variableo This 
justified by discussions in Chapter 
dependent then the value function 
,.. 
weighting factor for variables 
by Churchman-Ackof.f method treating them 
i~ the utility of 
obtained by 
d~fense system is chosen as an 
of this procedure to develop 
a multivariate case@ Although 
the identification of variables 
~~~fil).18,'t.i_ono this example is chosen to illustrate the ',·:'-·. -- 'I " ·:· • . .-: /• 
values in this example are arbitrarily 
. . . 
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and not obtained from evaluators. 
illustrate the application of 
this pro-
there are no 
evaluators 
obtained as the mean 
The system chosen is a hypo-
The variables considered I 
the system by the evaluators are 
is the probability that an 
• • since various 
the probability 
will operate without failure~ 
(1 
' 
' 
' ' 
\ 
'i 
' 
I 
'i 
!. . 
I . 
Ii, 
I 
i 
l 
I 
•• 
·1 
'1 • 
l 
l 
I 
\ 
I -
; 
i 
l 
' 
i 
' 
Iviobili ty can be expressed as the distance 
can be effectivea Defined 
treated as a quantitative variable 
Availability is a measure of time a 
n • ;a 
..-.. or runc~ion rrom 
66 
This is a quantitative measure 
can .be exnressed in units of timeo ·.t. 
in this context refers to the 
systems under considerationo 
is subjective in nature and a 
.· Troop safety can be considered a 
since it is not often possible to 
safety® This can be 
safety that the troops may achieve 
systeme 
identifiedo 
defined as the probability 
This is a 
levels of lethality 
ino.ependence among Quan:titative vax::iables'* 
procedure (or DELPHI)" However, an 
should be satisfied for the variables 
i 
i 
' 
,I . 
: 
' ' i 
I 
l 
l 
I 
I 
67 
of each othero 
be able to assign utility values 
of the alternatives under con~ 
three alternatives 
independent if an evaluator can assign 
e@e, Xln irrespective of A,B 
to assign utility 
the other vari-
by an example e 
purp9ses that reliability for a 
a probabiiity between o3 and ~95e 
' 
uppen-bound value and lower bound value ! 
and Oto normalize the ·range of utility 
The evaluators 
·rt the evaluators .can assign utility 
the prospective systems 9 then the 
is utility independent of other 
variables mobility and avail-
bound.s and upper bounds on 
miles so that U(lOO) = O, 
and upper bounds for 'availability' 
. . 
.-_ . 
-·-·- -- .. _c. •• ·--~ .. - • .-,,·-· •. ='" ____ ,- --
- ·-- -.---- --.:-- -------;---·;-- --- . 
------~---
I,, 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I . 
: 
l' 
Nov, for the t·v:o 
be 
utility values for each variable while the 
any value within its range of valuesQ In 
68 
to assign utility values 
9 mobility' while 0 availability& may 
· U(900 miles, 2 years) > U[700 miles, 2 years] 
· U[900 -miles, 3 yearsj ,> U(700 miles, l year 
two variables to be utility independent. 
influenced by the fluctuations 
variable 0 °availabilityij, indi-
When we get single preference 
> (700 miles) we assume 
When we get composite 
years)> U(?OO 
If \Ve get 
judgements from the evaluators which 
conditions then the variables are 
miles, 2 years) > U(700 milest 2 years) 
) 
miles,, :3 years) < U(?OO milesr; l year ) ~ 
of 'mobility' • influenced l.S 
of O availabili.tyfl indicating 
two variablese This verification 
' I 
i 
I • 
' . 
I 
0/.o / 
should be done for other quantitative 
lethal·i ty also o Al though pair-
for illustrative purposes, we 
time and verify utility 
quantitative variables, 
As before for 
the three variables, 
. -yearso 08 probabilityj 
-probabilityj 
-> U[700 miles, 2 years9 o? probabilityj • 
applications since if utility 
it may not be possible to find 
variables or~all the three are 
.. 
lS 
To determine this explicitly, pairwise 
easier and more accurateo 
let us consider further two 
variables are found to be utility 
and availability are 
to determine variable weightso 
~- -. - - _- - --... -~---·-
, I 
i 
70 
factor for variablesa 
for each variable by Churchman-
independento 
Churchman~Ackoff method the evaluator will 
order the six variables in order of their 
systeme Next, each 
bet~veen 
Then 
obtained as out-
P..,.ppend ix) ® 
us consider the f ollov1ing rank order 
Variable xi V/eight wi 
51 
18 
15 
10 
5 
l 
of judgements compare combination 
5 + l) and adjustment of weights is 
' i 
I . . 
! 
' . 
I 
' 
i 
I 
! 
1 
' 
' 
'' \ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
l 
! 
I 
I 
' . 
71 
ask the evaluator to revise his estimates 
Xl 
X 2 
X3 
.. x4 
X5 
x6 
his preference 
VI eight 
40 
20 
15 
13 
ll 
l 
consistent with his preference 
and adjust the values 
the preference judgements@ 
out as outlined in the 
consistent with the 
I·' 
72 
be applied to determine 
in the ·weights assigned by 
there are no significant differences 
+he i\J .. .. 
. 
weights assigned by the evaluators to a 
Consider the 
to the variables~ The weighting factor 
X6» Lethality, is lo which shows that it 
. Variable 
x1 
X2 
X3. 
x4 
x5. 
the worth of the system& Hence 
from further consideration 
remaining variables should 
as before@ The 
may beff 
X• 1 
40 
20 
15 
lJ 
12 
variables are utility dependent0 
the ~riable~ [x2 ,x3J should be treated as 
in assigning weighting factors@ The com-
be denoted by X230 
. . 
--·---~---- -~ -· - -_ ~-1111i11111111...--···--·-··----·--····-· ------------~--~ ~ 
I 
I , - , 
I 
I 
preference judgements will be 
···xl 
X2J · 
X4. 
·X5 
applied to obtain consistent 
The estimates may be as 
xi Weighting factor W i 
40 
35 
lJ 
12 
measures by direct estima_:tjon.e. 
73 
by de:finition can be expressed in terms of 
The utility of system reliability will 
There is a 
of any 
value beyond which utility will not 
= 095 for illustrative purposes 
reliability can be 
values, if a probability 
bonsidered twice in worth to the probab-\ 
. ~ - . 
. ' 
PR2 should be placed twice the 
I. 
1· 
I 
I . 
' ,, 
·. I 
: I 
.. 
.J 
U(095) - 100 
1 
u ( 08) 
- 80 
Scale for ~ri~le x1 
! I fl 
origin as PRl0 Now if a system j has a 
vie can obtain the utility measure, 
when defined as the distance over which the 
in terms 
A minimum distance D0 can be 
mobility will not be con-
any worth and a maximum distance D* can be iden-
7} r "-1" 
system mobility will not 
= 1000 miles, so that 
= 100 
values of mobility can be 
evaluators by direct estimation. 
. ---- - . . ~--..- ---_-- .. - •-,~. ---- _- ~ -
r· U(lOOO) = 100 
L . u csoo > = 90 
' 
U(400) = JO 
- U (200) = 15 
U(lOO) = 0 
75 
utility measure of system j with a mobility 
= 90 utilese 
time units so that a 
has • maxi.mum 
be 0£ no value if the 
value~ 
= 100 
yearsj Tmin = l year 
Obtained from evaluators by direct 
U(lyr) = 100 
U(2 yrs)= 60 
U(J yrs)= O 
With.an availability o'£ 2 years will have 
ujcx,> ·= 60 utiles. 
-... ···:. ,-,:.._ . - .-..-- -- :-
\ , 
I 
76 
qualitative variable by definition Iii v: e 
whenever possible or di-
alternatives under consider-
In this 
alternatives, and economy will be measured 
alternativeso We will ask the evaluators 
the systems with respect to their relative 
systemwith maximum economy will be assigned a 
.remaining systems will be assigned utility 
to this valuee The origin or zero utility 
marginal economyo 
with respect to X4 j+2 9 • j+ J ii j+l i J t 
. , U j+2(x4) - 100 
-
U j (x4) - 80 
u j+:,Cx4) ...... 70 -
U j+l (x4) - 63 
-u(Marginal economy)= O 
system j with respect to x4 will be 
= 80 utiles. 
11\ 
'\ 
,!f 
,If 
,1\ 
qualitative variablea As in the 
not possible to construct a 
of the alternatives for troou . 
. 
77 
similar procedure will be adopted for troop 
respect to x5 & j+lj j+J, j9 j+2 
_ U j+l (x5) = 100 
. 
. 
U j+J(_x5) = 80 
Uj(x5) = 70 
.· u j+2 Cx5) =. 50 
{ . 
U(! .. !inimum or I\1arginal 
troop safety)= O 
utility measure Uj(x5) = 70 utileso 
5$4, 5@5~ for utility 
assumed to hold in case (ii) also@ 
variables to be utility dependent 
o.btained by 
Consider for 
to be utility 
extreme values of the two variables 
miles 
~vailability
1 
x-3 
3 years 
l.year 
' ' 
! 
i 
' 
?R I .._,, 
refers to the lower bound of the variable xj 
to the upper bound of the variable x. 
J 
bound values a utility of zero 
values a utility of 100.to normalize 
milesv 3 years)= 0 
U(lOOO milesg 1 year)= 100 
with these two limits and 
for different 
upper and lower bounds of the two variables@ 
- U ( 1000 i; l yr) = 100 
~-U(lOOO, 3 yrs)= 60 
--U(lOO, l yr) = 50 
.... -...... 
U(lOO~ 3 yrs)· = 0 
Scale 
following estimates 
= U(lOO, l yr)= 50 
U(~OOO, J yrs)= 60 
= ~(100, J yrs)= o 
.. ~·.-,. - .. -~-...... - ----- -·---------
r 
' 
i 
assumptions (see Section 4 and 5oJ) 
,, 
.. ,.,. .. 
=a+ b U(x2 ,x390 ) - 1 
~a+ b U(Xz&o~XJ»O) - 2 
b=l 
range ~or x2 for a common value 
-, U(lOOO) =· 50 
-
U(800) = 40 
U(600) = 35 
(200) = 20 
U(lOO) = 0 
by asking the 
the_ utility range :for 
?9" I . 
values o:f the quasi-separable :function i'or 
mobility ·and availability, will 
U(xz,x3,o) + U(x2,o,X3) 
· + k u(x2 , x3 , 0 ) u(x2 , 0 • x3) 
o:f interaction between x2 and 
,. 
I 
11 
I', 
"I 
111 
!Ii 
,, 
,, 
'I 
,Ii 
,II 
I' '' . . 
'' 
I 
I . 
' I 
I 
i 
i 
: 
l .. 
i ' 
I . 
,, 
1 
.l ' 
i ' 
i 
ii • 
/ 
I 
! 
J 
,1 
ii 
j 
l 
t 
{: . 
I 
l ( 
: 
~ r u ( l yr) = 40 
I 
I 
I 
/r· U(2 yrs) = 20 
I 
. U ( J yrs) = O 
we · pan choose a knovvn value from main 
' . It 
scalesa For example, 
l yr)= 100 from main scale0 
80 
so·· from suhsidiary scale for mobility 
40 from subsidiary scale - for availabili'ty 
+ k ( .50). (40) 
has a mobility of 800 miles, and an 
earlierv then the 
= 40 + 20 + (40) (20) 
= 64 utiles0 
effects of variables to obtain the value 
of value function 
when all the variables 
\I 
~-
! 
f 
i 
! ' 
: 
' 
81 
the general form of value function 
(60)+(13) (80)+(12) (70) utileso 
variables x2, x3 are utility 
(80) + (12) (?O) + (35) (64) 
utiles@, 
that subjective methods may be neces-
cases of developing an objective function for 
since existing· objective 
sufficient in many cases to quantify the 
some variables to the \vorth of t.h .. e sjrstem. 
v1ere 
.:• .. s,. < ;_• : <• 
,·•, ' : ' • 
' 
• 
.not.'~pp.ro.priate···:ror. utility measurement in multivariate 
~i-tuat.iotisg' since interpersonal comparisons are often 
82 
The utility values obtained 
be influenced by tendency 
.~lso 9 in a gamble only t·v,o 
excluding others 
prio~i utility ftinctions, ie without any prior 
suitable only in specific situations 
" 
can be verified by available datao Utility 
. /· . 
dik.1ct. estimation by ratio method is con-
many 
Normalizing the utility 
and lower bounds of utility 
of utility$ 
for 
Obtained from different scaling 
I 
I 
'\ 
,\ 
ii 
I 
t' 
83 
model holds when the preferences 
In 
are utility dependent an 
In such situations utility 
quasi-separable functions v1hich allo\v 
.the variables0· Quasi-separable 
among variables, 
dependenc~ and should serve as a 
variables,utility dependence 
comparisons of _values0 For 
levels cannot be identified 
and utility inde~ 
proper definition of such 
evaluators is suggested and 
determine any sig~ 
obtained from 
no significant 
.can be averaged or mean value can be 
· .. evaluators0 
FURTHER.· STUDY 
= 
~nadciittvemodel is used to aggregate the utilities 
This model necessitates utility 
Prefer--
.... 
studied whether any other model can be 
utilities of different variables so that 
transitivity of preference may not 
for aggregation@ 
') 
85 
the problem of developing an 
The 
of such decisions are pre~ 
of utility measurement by 
conclusions in psycho-
These utilities 
should be 
This 
a satisfac-
An additive model of aggreg-
procedureQ Conditions 
presentedo When variables 
independent additive model does not hold and 
can be used under these 
-Direct ,estimation of utility for qualitative 
var·iabl.es and utility estimation by quasi-= 
wh.en variables are utility dependent are 
for developing an objec-
.-- -.- - ~ ~- -·-- ·; .--. _---=-- "---"---' -.- -~- ,;·· - .., •. '----, • 
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·APPENDIX 
in their order of valuea Let 01 
o2 the next most important and 
l@OO to 01 (ie vl = leOO) and 
.appear suitable to each of the other 
versus.;;~: Oz ..,r O 3 + 0 o a + Om 
preferable to Oz+ 03 + @oe + Omp 
of v1 so that v1 > vz + v3 + @ e 
in all others~ attempt to 
the adjusted group (v29v3 etc~) 
4o 
ee®o + Om are equally 
value of vi so that 
Proceed to step 4c 
than 02 + 03 + e O C@ + Om 
the value of vi so that vi < vz + v3 + • * 
. 01· versus 02 + 03 + e 0 o + Om-1 
is preferred adjust (if necessary) 
vl > v2 + v 3 + o o o. + vm-l" Proce·ed to 
,, ' 
"t'· 
·'!, 
\ 
\ 
If o1 is equally preferred adjust (if 
is preferred less, adjust (if necessary) 
-_ Compare o1 versus o2 + o3 + o o@ o + Om-Z etc, 
equal to the rest; then 
the comparison of o1 versus 
proceed to step 4o 
l vj into-a normalized value \fj dividing 
should be equal to ls 
or objectives are more in number 
procedure is presented as follows, 
of outcomes in terms of 
assigning quantitative values., 
_random one outcome from the setli Let 05 
outcome~ Then by random assig:n.ment 
necessarily) 
sizee Each outcome 
no 
• 
. I . 
I 
' 
I 
1 
' . 
92 
be included in one and only one ::zroun~ 0 
-
let.0 8 be the outcome with highest rank)~ 
to each group and assign the value 1~00 
;1 
' . 
through 5 of procedure 1 to obtain 
outcomes in the groups formed 
procedure but in adjusting the Vj do not 
the rankings obtained from step 2 through 
with those in step 1$ If the rank orders 
the ranking and if necessary proceed 
are obtained~ normalize 
procedure 2 by dividing 
to each objective by the sum of the 
all the outcomesa 
underlying this procedure are as 
outcome in a set of outcomes in a speci-
corresponds a real non-negative number 
as a measure of the true relative value 
~--,,. 
i 
) 
I 
I 
l 
r: f· 
t 
I 
! 
f, 
I 
9J 
is an addi ti vi ty assumption ·v;hich will 
incapable of occuring 
.· The addi ti vi ty assumption has the follo\ving 
Ok> OL then ( 0 . and Ok) > o,,, ii J J.-1 
·and Ok) - (Ok and 0 °) 0 J 
(0. and Ok) ...... Ok then V· - 0 -J J 
last condition then 
value scale0 !This is not true 
Ordinal Analysis 
prospects be 
.values 
· · . for i = l !' 2 
so that all performance variables 
Xj· call it Zj and set 
= Vn(Zn) = O 
a common origin for then value 
:I 
I ' 
i ' 
i 
: ' 
, . 
I 1:• 
i 
remain n relative values Vj(Xj) j = 1,2, oe 
X j e 
(X ·) · = conceptual prospect of the form ,' J ' 
variables 
,vj 2 (xj 2 ) > 0@@$ > vjn (xjn) > O 
(xjk) 
be considered similar to ranking of 
of·their importancee 
n 
· .. :V.(A1) .ca V(A2) = ~ CkVk 
. k=l 
if Vk is the relative value of the 
= -1 if Vk is the relative value of the value 
if 
j 
if .:E 
k=l 
I 
r 
I . 
I 
I 
this method for four variables in 
are 
{X19Z29Z3oz4) 
(z1Pxi,z3,z4) 
= · (z1@Z2ex3, z4) 
= ( z111z2 9 z.3,x4~ 
ranking·is 
XL, r 
-
..... 
> (z1,ZzpZ.3pZ4) 
X 
X 3 
represent the less desirable level 
x1,x2tx3,x4 in the alternatives 
are 
I' 
4 
~ Ck 
k=l 
Hence 
-
96 
-2 < 0 
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